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INTRODUCING

…our solution enables you to extend the life of business-critical
legacy applications within your organisation, enabling you to
run any application on a modern operating system securely
and efficiently. Whether it’s running an incompatible Legacy
application on Windows 10, or a 16-bit application on any 64bit Platform, if you have a legacy application that is still critical
to your business, we can solve that problem for you!

Enable your Windows 10 Migration
Any Windows 10 Migration needs to
undergo an application rationalisation
exercise to ensure that the correct
business applications are ported onto
your new platform.
Whilst the majority of enterprise
applications can be handled in a
relatively straightforward manner,
the cost and effort of upgrading, or
re-coding for a legacy application
migration, can potentially run into
hundreds of thousands of pounds.
Legacy by APPtechnology is a physical
/ private cloud solution that allows
you to migrate 100% of your users to
Windows 10, by provisioning your legacy
business applications in a secure and

scalable manner. No migration-killing
applications, no unsupported OS, no
unpatched exposure.
Your users can seamlessly run
critical 16-bit or old NT and XP 32-bit
applications provisioned from a secure
64-bit Windows platform, often with
improved performance. Capable of
running on virtually any device, on any
platform securely today, we can address
your user applications as well as your
legacy server estate.
Whether just a handful, hundreds or
even thousands of users needing access
at the same time, from a single legacy
application to tens or hundreds of
applications that need to be supported,
Legacy by APPtechnology flexibly covers
your changing business needs.

Windows 10 Red Applications
Finding a 16-bit application or legacy
32-bit application that is still core to
your business can become a blocker
for a Windows 10 migration.
Application compatibility can be
particularly challenging for enterprises
migrating onto a 64-bit platform in
pursuit of the best security features.
Historically, migration compatibility
has flagged ‘red applications’ that
didn’t have a simple upgrade path
or fix. The only solution was to leave
physical or virtual machines running
an old version of Widows in the estate,
and accept the security vulnerabilities
and support overheads.

With Legacy by APPtechnology we can
run end-of-life software and 16-bit
applications on Windows 10, and get
your migration back on track.

WORKS

HOW LEGACY

Legacy can be provided on
premises, public or private
cloud or as a hybrid solution.
You have the flexibility to
scale up the concurrent
users and applications
to meet your business
demand. With capability
to deliver applications to
Windows, Android or IOS
devices or any HTML5
compatible browser you can
address end of life legacy
application issues as well as
providing BYOD options to
your mobile workforce.

Whether installed in your datacentre, in
an external Tier 3 facility or in the cloud,
Legacy by APPtechnology delivers
a cost-efficient platform to enable
a consistent and secure location for
critical ageing applications, allowing a
100% rollout of your target OS.
Capable of supporting 16-bit
applications and 32-bit applications,
out of date software suites and plugins,
as well as platforms like PDP and
Solaris, we can securely deliver your
ageing applications back into a modern
Windows 10 environment as a costefficient and scalable service.

Future Proof
Legacy by APPtechnology provides a
simple and efficient platform to deliver
Legacy applications to the devices you
need, irrespective of upcoming OS build
or platform changes.
This flexibility allows you to run an
ageing in-house VB application on
an iPad, or applications like Microsoft
Office on a Chromebook, once
your Legacy solution is in place the
combinations are endless.

With options to use dedicated clients for
Windows, iOS and Android, as well as
clientless delivery to any device capable
of rendering HTML5, it is now possible to
deliver any app to any device.
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SERVICES
At APPtechnology we enable our clients to reduce the cost of
deploying and managing applications across their business.
From SCCM to application lifecycle management, our UK team
and solutions remove project bottlenecks and bring ongoing
savings into business as usual.
APPtechnology’s other services:

Our clients include:

Windows 10 Migration delivery
SCCM Upgrades and Implementations
Windows 10 Evergreen Management
Application Packaging
Browser Migrations
	Active Directory user data
improvement
Project Consultancy and Resourcing

The AA
Nuclear Power Generation
Alere
B&Q
Financial sector
Universities
Lloyd’s Register
Legal sector
	G-Cloud and Crown
Commercial Service
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